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Abstract In manual order-picking systems, order pickers

walk or ride through a warehouse in order to collect items

required by customers. When designing such a warehouse,

two conflicting goals have to be considered, namely the

maximization of space utilization and the minimization of

the average length of the tours on which the requested

items are collected. The achievement of these goals is

significantly dependent on the layout of the warehouse.

Whereas in a traditional warehouse layout, the picking

aisles run in parallel to each other, the picking aisles in the

warehouse layout presented here are arranged around a

U-shaped central aisle. This type of layout, so-called

U-shaped layout, provides a kind of compromise solution

with respect to the above-mentioned goals. It has recently

been implemented for spare-parts warehouses in practice,

but has not been studied in the scientific literature so far. In

this paper, we present a new routing strategy for the order

pickers who operate in such a warehouse, and we derive an

analytical expression for the expected tour length per

picking order. By comparing this estimation with those of

routing schemes for traditional warehouse layouts, it is

demonstrated under which conditions such U-shaped lay-

outs allow for operating warehouses more efficiently.

Keywords Warehouse management � Order picking �
Layout � Picker routing

1 Introduction

Order picking is a warehouse function dealing with the

retrieval of items from their storage locations in order to

satisfy a given demand specified by customer requests [17].

Order picking arises because incoming items are received

and stored in (large-volume) unit loads while (internal or

external) customers order small volumes (less-than-unit

loads) of different item types. Even though there have been

attempts to automate the picking process, systems involv-

ing human operators are still prevalent in practice. Such

manual order-picking systems can be differentiated into

two categories [25]: Picker-to-parts systems, where order

pickers walk or ride through the warehouse and collect the

required items; and parts-to-picker systems, where auto-

mated storage and retrieval systems deliver the items to

stationary pickers.

When designing an order-picking warehouse, two goals

have to be considered, namely the maximization of space

utilization and the minimization of the length of all tours

on which the requested items are collected. Redundant

space results in excessive facility costs (depreciation, air

conditioning, etc.), while long-picking tours induce high

operating costs (labor cost, cost of additional and/or

emergency shipments) and an unsatisfactory customer

service (long processing and delivery times, incorrect

shipments). The two goals may be conflicting, though.

While on the one hand, high space utilization can be
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achieved by reducing the number and the size of the

picking aisles, short-picking tours, on the other hand, may

virtually require the addition of further picking aisles and,

in particular, cross aisles.

In this paper, a new U-shaped layout type is presented

which has already been implemented in spare-parts ware-

houses but has not been studied in the scientific literature

so far. We compare the new layout type to two traditional

ones and study their efficiency with respect to space utili-

zation and average tour length. By means of this analysis,

we intend to provide some further insights which may be

useful in the design process for order-picking warehouses.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In

Sect. 2, the order-picking process and general requirements

concerning the layout of order-picking warehouses will be

described. Furthermore, the new U-shaped layout and the

two reference layouts will be introduced. Section 3 con-

tains an overview of the relevant literature. Expressions for

the expected lengths of picking tours in the layouts under

discussion will be derived in Sect. 4. These tour lengths

will be verified by means of numerical experiments in Sect.

5. In Sect. 6, the derived analytic expressions will be used

in order to identify under which conditions one layout type

outperforms the others.

2 Order picking in warehouses

2.1 The picking process

Typically, the picking area of an order-picking warehouse

consists of a number of aisles where item types (articles)

are stored—either on racks, pallets, or directly on the

floor—on both sides of the aisles [1]. Order pickers walk

(or ride) through the warehouse in order to collect items

requested by internal or external customers. They start at

the depot, travel through the picking area, stop at the

storage locations of the respective articles, remove the

required article quantities, and return to the depot where

they hand in the picked items.

In order to avoid returns to the depot each time when a

particular item has been picked, order pickers utilize

devices like roll pallets or carts, which they pull or push

along with them through the warehouse and on which they

deposit the picked items until they finally return to the

depot. Consequently, the required items are collected on

tours through the warehouse, where the number of stops on

each tour is limited by the available capacity of the picking

device on the one hand and by the capacity requirements of

the items to be picked on the other hand.

On their tours through the warehouse, order pickers are

guided by pick lists. A pick list comprises a set of order

lines, each one identifying a particular article, the quantity

required of this article and the respective storage location.

The order lines are already sorted into the sequence

according to which the order picker is meant to collect the

items. This sequence is usually determined by means of a

so-called routing strategy, which can be seen as a heuristic,

targeted at the minimization of the length of the tour

necessary to collect all items of the pick list.

2.2 Warehouse layouts and routing strategies

Figure 1a, b present a single-block layout which is widely

used in practice, mainly in distribution warehouses. It

consists of a number of (vertical) picking aisles arranged in

parallel to each other and two (horizontal) cross aisles, one

in the front and one in the back of the warehouse. The

picking aisles between the two cross aisles establish a so-

called block. Items are stored in and picked from racks on

both sides of these picking aisles. Cross aisles do not

contain any storage locations, but enable order pickers to

move from one picking aisle to another. The depot is

positioned at the center of the front cross aisle.

The picker route depicted in Fig. 1a is characterized by

the fact that whenever a picking aisle has been entered

Fig. 1 Traditional layouts of manual order-picking systems: single-block layout with S-shape routing (a) and Return routing (b) and two-block

layout (c)
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(probably with the exception of the last aisle), it must be

traversed completely. This establishes a routing scheme, in

which the tours of the order pickers are built according to

the S-shape (or Traversal) strategy. From the depot, the

order picker proceeds to the leftmost aisle in which a

requested item is located and traverses it entirely from the

front to the back of the warehouse. Making use of the back

cross aisle, the order picker then moves on to the next

picking aisle which contains another item to be picked and

traverses that one from the back to the front, etc. After

having picked the last item indicated on the pick list, the

order picker returns to the depot [11].

In Fig. 1b, the Return strategy is shown. Here, the picker

starts at the depot and moves along the front cross aisle to the

first aisle where an item has to be picked. He/she enters the

aisle and picks all requested articles and returns to the front

cross aisle. The picker proceeds to the next aisle and repeats

this step until all items have been retrieved [11]. In this case,

the back cross aisle of the picking area is not necessary.

Figure 1c depicts a two-block layout in which a (verti-

cal) central aisle establishes two blocks of (horizontal)

picking aisles; the picking aisles are arranged on both sides

of the central aisle and run in parallel to the front of the

warehouse. The depot is positioned in the middle of the

front cross aisle, giving direct access to the central aisle [2].

The racks of the picking aisles are directly attached to the

(left and right) walls of the warehouse so that no further

(vertical) cross aisle exists which would permit the order

picker to cross over from one picking aisle to another.

As opposed to the presented single-block layout, picking

aisles are narrow so that picking devices cannot be

maneuvered within, but are only operated in the central

aisle. Starting at the depot, the order picker moves the

picking device up to the first picking aisle of the left block

from which an item has to be picked. The device is parked,

and the order picker enters the picking aisle without the

device, picks the requested item, and carries it back to the

central aisle where the item is placed on the device. Any

other item which might have to be picked from this aisle is

treated in the same manner. Then, the order picker con-

tinues the picking process by moving the picking device to

the next picking aisle which contains a requested item. The

items from this aisle are retrieved separately, again, etc.

After having collected the items located in the aisle of the

left block which is farthest from the depot, the picker

switches to the block on the right and deals with the

requested items located in the right block correspondingly

on the way back to the depot. By doing so, a routing

scheme is established which is based on the so-called

Return-with-Replication strategy [14].

Figure 2 depicts a U-shaped layout, which has been pro-

posed recently in [7] for spare-part warehouses in particular.

The central aisle is arranged in the form of a U put upside

down, that is, the U consists of two vertical aisles (Vl and Vr)

which are interconnected by a horizontal cross aisle (H). A

front cross aisle (F) connects the central aisles to the depot.

Central and front cross aisles are wide enough for allowing

pickers to pass each other with their devices. However, in

order to avoid congestion and blocking, in the central cross

aisles which enclose the central block (shaded area in Fig. 2),

all order pickers and their devices may only move in a single

direction (clockwise or counterclockwise). Furthermore,

extensions (El and Er) of the vertical aisles exist, which run

from the horizontal cross aisle (H) up to the upper wall of the

warehouse. Unlike in the central aisle, here, the picking

devices may be maneuvered in both directions.

The central aisle and its extensions divide the picking

area into four blocks: one central (horizontal) block below

the U (1), one upper (vertical) block above the cross aisle

(2), and one block of (horizontal) picking aisles each on the

left (3l) and on the right (3r) of the U. The picking aisles

can only be entered without the picking device, which is

parked in the central aisles (or their extensions). The order

picker has to enter the picking aisles for each requested

item separately, that is, a Return-with-Replication strategy

is applied. If an requested item is located in the central

block, the order picker will enter the picking aisle either

from the right or from the left central aisle, dependent on

which one provides shorter access to the storage location.

Walking around the central aisle, pickers might have to be

alternate between picking from aisles on the left and aisles

on the right of the central aisle, since only one-way traffic

is permitted in the central aisle. An example of a route

resulting from this strategy (called Walking-the-U) is also

depicted in Fig. 2.

2.3 Space requirements and operational safety

When designing an order-picking warehouse, efficient

utilization of space is an issue since the related costs

Fig. 2 U-shaped layout
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(depreciation on land and buildings, (energy) costs of air

conditioning, and illumination) are important for the eco-

nomic performance of the warehouse. The single-block

layout of Fig. 1a, b does not appear to satisfy this

requirement sufficiently. Due to the related routing strat-

egy, the picking aisles have to be designed as wide aisles in

order to allow for moving picking devices in both direc-

tions. This makes sense in distribution warehouses with a

high turnover of the stored articles. For a spare-part

warehouse, it results in a large amount of rarely used space.

The two-block layout of Fig. 1c requires less space than

the single-block layout does. The picking aisles can be kept

narrow, since they must only allow for movements of order

pickers but not for maneuvers of picking devices within.

The central aisle, on the other hand, has to be designed as a

wide aisle, because it must accommodate traffic of the

picking devices in two opposite directions. Furthermore,

picking devices will be parked here while the order pickers

operate in the picking aisles. Thus, additional space must

be allocated that is sufficient also for enabling pickers to

pass such parked devices. However, the length of the

central aisle is short in relation to the total length of the

picking aisles. So, in total, the space requirement of this

layout is relatively small.

Due to the fact that traffic concentrates within the cen-

tral aisle, where two-way traffic has to be accommodated,

the two-block layout is prone to congestion and collision of

picking devices. The U-shaped layout of Fig. 2 avoids this

drawback, since only one-way traffic is allowed in the

central aisle, which generally reduces the probability of

congestions and accidents. The picking aisles can be kept

narrow again, while the central aisle, on the other hand, has

to be relatively wide because—like in the two-block lay-

out— parked picking devices will have to be passed, and

furthermore, pickers will have to cross—probably fre-

quently—from one side of the central aisle to the other.

Since the central aisle is relatively long in comparison with

the one of the two-block layout, in total, more space will be

required for a U-shaped layout than for a two-block layout.

2.4 Average tour length minimization

Apart from space requirements and safety issues described

above, operating costs will determine the decision on the

layout of an order-picking warehouse. These costs consist

of labor costs in the first place; thus, the time order pickers

spend collecting the required items is another central aspect

to be considered when deciding about the layout of an

order-picking warehouse. It is composed of the setup times

of the tours, of the travel times (i.e., the times spent by the

pickers for traveling to, from, and between the locations of

items to be picked), and of the actual retrieval times (i.e.,

the times for the identification and the picking of the items)

[24]. Among these components, the travel time consumes

the largest proportion of the total order-picking time. The

other components, that is, setup time and retrieval time, can

be looked upon as constants. Thus, assuming the picker’s

travel velocity to be constant, the minimization of the

(average) travel time per picking order is equivalent to the

minimization of the (average) picking tour length [13].

Which of the above-described layouts results in shorter

tour lengths cannot be answered directly. The number of

items to be picked on a tour (picks per tour) and the

demand frequency of the item types (i.e., the number of

times an item type appears in a customer order during a

specific time period) will have a significant effect on the

relative superiority of one layout (including its corre-

sponding routing strategy) over another. Therefore, we

would like to demonstrate under which conditions one

layout type outperforms the others with respect to the

average tour length.

3 Literature review

Order-picking systems and corresponding planning issues

have been discussed frequently in the literature, and for a

detailed review, we refer to [5, 10]. The majority of pub-

lications dealing with the layout of order-picking systems

and the estimation of travel times focus on single- or multi-

block layouts, where picking aisles are located parallel to

each other. Evaluation of the performance of a layout and

its respective routing scheme is typically performed in two

different ways. The first one consists of the development of

analytical expressions for the expected value of the tour

length per picking order, while the second one uses simu-

lation, that is, repeated numerical experiments, for the

determination of the average tour length.

An early contribution of assessing the impact of layout

parameters (aisle length, aisle width, and number of storage

locations) on the average travel distances in a single-block

layout has been presented in [9, 16]. In these publications,

the three discussed routing strategies (S-shape, Return,

Return-with-Replication) are described. Assuming uni-

formly distributed demands (i.e., the demand frequencies

of the item types are identical), Kunder and Gudehus [14]

estimate the expected tour lengths when different routing

strategies (e.g., S-shape routing and Return-with-Replica-

tion routing) are applied. The expected values depend on

the above-mentioned layout parameters and the number of

picks per tour. Basan et al. [2] propose decision rules for

the determination of layout parameters in a single- and

two-block layout based on the annual article throughput,

the costs per unit area of the warehouse and material-

handling costs. Hall [11] also considers a single-block

layout where the demands are uniformly distributed. For
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four routing strategies, the expected tour lengths are given,

and it is demonstrated that they are significantly dependent

on the number of aisles and the number of picks per tour.

Hwang et al. [12] compare the performance of three rout-

ing strategies in a single-block layout where class-based

demands are assumed. They show that whether and to what

extent one strategy is superior to another depends on the

size of the order-picking area, the demand frequencies, and

the number of picks per tour. An estimation of the expected

tour length obtained by S-shape routing in a two-block

layout is presented in [3]. For class-based demands and

varying the number of picks per tour, the authors determine

the number of aisles which minimizes the expected tour

length. Similarly, for a single-block layout with a given

number of storage locations and S-shape routing, Rood-

bergen and Vis [23] determine the number of aisles for

which the expected tour length is minimal. For the Return

heuristic in a two-block layout, Le Duc and de Koster [15]

propose travel time estimations for class-based demands.

For a multi-block layout with S-shape routing, Rood-

bergen et al. [22] determine the number of blocks and

aisles which provide the shortest tour length. Their results

are based on tour length estimations and simulation,

assuming uniformly distributed demands. Roodbergen and

de Koster [21] identify the best routing strategy for a given

multi-block layout by simulation. Pohl et al. [18] analyze

the expected travel distance of dual-command operations in

three types of multi-block warehouses.

Very few approaches deal with non-standard warehouse

layouts, where central and picking aisles are not necessarily

arranged orthogonally to each other. White [26] considers a

radial aisle structure, in which aisles project away from the

depot. Assuming that the aisles have a width of zero, he

determines the number of aisles which minimizes the sum

of the Euclidean distances between depot and storage

locations. Gue and Meller [8] and Pohl et al. [19] analyze

two different layout types each. The first type is a two-

block layout with a curved cross aisle instead of a straight

one (called flying-V layout). The second type consists of a

(straight) diagonal cross aisle with vertical picking aisles

above and horizontal picking aisles below (called fishbone

layout). For the flying-V layout, the position and the slope

of the cross aisle with respect to a minimization of the

expected travel distance from the storage locations to the

depot are established [8]. The authors show—in compari-

son with a corresponding single-block layout—that the

flying-V and the fishbone layout may reduce the expected

travel distance for single-command operations by 10 and

20%. Pohl et al. [19] analyze the travel distance for the

fishbone layout in a dual-command warehouse. The authors

demonstrate that the travel distance can be improved by

10–15% in comparison with the ones in warehouses with

traditional layouts. Whereas this research was limited to

uniformly distributed demand scenarios, corresponding

results for flying-V and fishbone layouts in the case of a

turnover-based storage assigment are presented in [20].

The U-shaped layout was first introduced in [7]. How-

ever, the author only describes the general idea of a

U-shaped layout but does not present any analytic analysis

or evaluation. The U-shaped layout is based on the idea to

apply the U-shaped flow pattern which is used frequently in

production systems. The most important advantage of this

pattern can be seen in efficient space utilization. For the design

of warehouses in general, their use was proposed in [6].

4 Expected tour lengths

4.1 General notation

With respect to the estimation of the expected tour length

of a picking order, we will use the following constants,

independently from the specific layout and the corre-

sponding routing strategy:

k: total number of items to be picked on a tour;

nloc: total number of storage locations in the warehouse;

pi
loc: probability that an item has to be picked from

storage location i ði 2 f1; . . .; nlocgÞ:

As indicated in Figs. 1 and 2, it is assumed that the

depot is positioned at the center of the front of the

warehouse.

4.2 Single-block layout with S-shape routing

The expected tour length for a single-block layout in which

picking tours are formed according to the S-shape routing

scheme is determined in [4] (in the following, the super-

script S indicates that the respective symbols are related to

this particular combination of warehouse layout and rout-

ing scheme). For the presentation of this model, the fol-

lowing notation is introduced:

mS: number of picking aisles; the aisles are

numbered consecutively from the left to the

right in such a way that the index 1 is assigned

to the leftmost aisle and the index mS to the

rightmost aisle;

da
S: total length of each picking aisle;

dc
S: center-to-center distance between two adjacent

picking aisles;

I r: set of all storage locations in picking aisle

r ðr 2 f1; . . .;mSgÞ;
pr

a: probability that at least one item has to be

picked from a storage location in picking aisle

r ðr 2 f1; . . .;mSgÞ; pa
r ¼ 1 �

Q
i2I r

ð1 � ploc
i Þ;
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J: number of picking aisles which have to be

visited;

Gl: distance (defined in the number of picking

aisles) to be travelled by the order picker in the

cross aisles when moving into the left direction

from the depot;

Gr: distance (defined in the number of picking

aisles) to be travelled by the order picker in the

cross aisles when moving into the right

direction from the depot;

TLS: tour length provided by S-shape routing;

E[TLS|k]: expected tour length provided by S-shape

routing if k items have to be picked;

E[J|k]: expected number of visited picking aisles if

k items have to be picked;

E[Gl|k]: expected distance (defined in the number of

picking aisles) to be travelled by the order

picker in the cross aisles when moving into the

left direction from the depot if k items have to

be picked;

E[Gr|k]: expected distance (defined in the number of

picking aisles) to be travelled by the order

picker in the cross aisles when moving into the

right direction from the depot if k items have to

be picked.

In a single-block layout with S-shape routing, the

expected length of a tour on which k items have to be

picked is then given by

E½TLSjk� ¼ dS
aE½Jjk� þ 2dS

c E½Gljk� þ 2dS
c E½Grjk�

þ dS
aPðJ is oddjkÞ:

ð1Þ

The first component of this sum, da
S E[J | k], expresses the

expected distance to be travelled by the order picker within

the picking aisles in order to collect the requested items, that

is, the length of a picking aisle multiplied by the expected

number of aisles to be visited (and to be traversed

completely). The sum of the second and third component,

that is, 2dc
S E[Gl|k] ? 2dc

S E[Gr |k], represents the travel

distance in the cross aisles, consisting of the center-to-center

distance between two adjacent aisles multiplied by the

number of aisles the order picker is expected to be traveling

from the depot to the left and to the right in the front and the

back cross aisle, respectively. The last component, da
S P(J is

odd | k), determines the additional travel distance if an odd

number of aisles has to be visited. According to [4], the four

components can be computed as follows:

E½Jjk� ¼ mS �
XmS

r¼1

1 � pa
r

� �k
; ð2Þ

E½Gljk� ¼ max 0;mS=2 �
XmS=2�1

j¼1

Xj

r¼1

pa
r

 !k
8
<

:

9
=

;
; ð3Þ

E½Grjk� ¼ max 0;mS=2 �
XmS=2�1

j¼1

Xj

r¼1

pa
mS�r

 !k
8
<

:

9
=

;
; ð4Þ

PðJ is oddjkÞ ¼ 1=2 þ 1=2
XmS

j¼1

XðjÞ

i

ð�1Þj�1
Xj

r¼1

pa
ir

 !k

2mS�1

0

@

1

A;

ð5Þ

where
P

i
(j) represents the summation over all subsets i ¼

ði1; i2; . . .; ijÞ of j integers from mS integers.

4.3 Single-block layout with return routing

For the tour length estimation in a single-block layout

where routing schemes are determined by the Return

strategy. All notations related to this strategy are indicated

by the superscript R:

mR: number of picking aisles; (the numbering is

identical as in case for S-shape routing.;

I r: set of storage locations in picking aisle

r ðr 2 f1; . . .;mRgÞ;
di: distance of storage location i ði 2 I r; r 2

f1; . . .;mRgÞ from the cross aisle;

dc
R: center-to-center distance between two adjacent

picking aisles;

pr
a: probability that at least one item has to be

picked from a storage location in picking aisle

r ðr 2 f1; . . .;mRgÞ; pa
r ¼ 1 �

Q
i2I r

ð1 � ploc
i Þ;

Gl; Gr: as defined above;

TLp: travel distance within the picking aisles;

TLR: tour length provided by Return routing;

E[TLR|k]: expected tour length provided by Return

routing if k items have to be picked;

E[TLp|k]: expected travel distance within the picking

aisles if k items have to be picked;

E[Gl|k]: expected distance (defined in the number of

picking aisles) to be travelled by the order

picker in the cross aisles when moving into the

left direction from the depot if k items have to

be picked;

E[Gr|k]: expected distance (defined in the number of

picking aisles) to be travelled by the order

picker in the cross aisles when moving into the

right direction from the depot if k items have to

be picked.
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In a single-block layout with Return routing, the

expected length of a tour on which k items have to be

picked can be determined as follows

E TLRjk
� �

¼ E½TLpjk� þ 2dR
c E½Gljk� þ 2dR

c E½Grjk�: ð6Þ

The first component of this sum is the expected distance to

be travelled within the picking aisles in order to collect the

requested items. The second and third component represent

the travel distance in the cross aisle, E[Gl|k] and

E[Gr|k], which are calculated as in Sect. 4.2 by

substituting mS by mR. The part E[TLp | k] is determined

as follows:

E½TLpjk� ¼
XmR

r¼1

X

i2Ir

2diPðpick in location iÞ

�
Y

i02Ir jd0
i
[ d0

i

Pðno pick in i0Þ
ð7Þ

¼
XmR

r¼1

X

i2Ir

2di 1 � 1 � ploc
i

� �k
� �

�
Y

i02Ir jd0
i
[ d0

i

1 � ploc
i

� �k
:

ð8Þ

4.4 Two-block layout with return-with-replication

routing

With respect to tour length estimation for a two-block

layout in which picking tours are generated by the Return-

with-Replication routing scheme (indicated by the super-

script RR), we introduce the following notation:

mRR: number of picking aisles, i.e., mRR/2 picking

aisles each on both sides of the central aisle;

the aisles on the left are numbered

consecutively from the front to the back of

the warehouse in such a way that the index 1

is assigned to the aisle next to the depot and

the index mRR/2 to the aisle located farthest

from the depot; the aisles on the right from

the central aisle are numbered analogously,

i.e., the index mRR/2 ? 1 is assigned to the

aisle next to the depot and the index mRR to

the aisle located farthest from the depot;

dc
RR: center-to-center distance between two

adjacent picking aisles;

I r: set of storage locations in picking aisle

r ðr 2 f1; . . .;mRRgÞ;
di: distance of storage location i ði 2 I r;

r 2 f1; . . .;mRRgÞ from the cross aisle;

pr
a: probability that at least one item has to

be picked in picking aisle r and the

picking aisle located across of the central

aisle, i.e., r þ mRR=2 ðr 2 f1; . . .;mRR=2gÞ;
pa

r ¼ 1 �
Q

i2Ir
ð1 � ploc

i Þ
Q

i2ImRR=2þr
ð1 � ploc

i Þ;
G: index of the visited aisle farthest from the

depot (‘‘farthest visited aisle’’);

E[G|k]: expected index of the farthest visited aisle if

k items have to be picked;

TLp: travel distance within the picking aisles;

E[TLp|k]: expected travel distance within the picking

aisles if k items have to be picked;

TLRR: tour length provided by Return-with-

Replication routing for the two-block layout;

E[TLRR|k]: expected tour length provided by Return-

with-Replication routing for the two-block

layout if k items have to be picked.

The length of a tour to be travelled by an order picker is

made up of the travel distance within the picking aisles and

the travel distance within the central aisle. Therefore, the

expected tour length E[TLRR|k] of an order that requires

k items to be picked can be determined as

E½TLRRjk� ¼ E½TLpjk� þ 2dRR
c E½Gjk�: ð9Þ

We note that the order picker has to enter each aisle

separately for each requested item. Under the assumption

that the appearance of an item in a picking order is

independent from the appearance of other items in the

order, the expected travel distance within the picking aisles

E[TLp | k] can be computed as

E½TLpjk� ¼ k
XmRR

r¼1

X

i2I r

2dip
loc
i : ð10Þ

For the determination of the expected travel distance within

the cross aisle E[G|k], the expression derived in Subsect.

4.2 can be adapted, and one obtains

E½Gjk� ¼ mRR=2 �
XmRR=2�1

j¼1

Xj

r¼1

pa
r

 !k

�mRR=4

¼ mRR=4 �
XmRR=2�1

j¼1

Xj

r¼1

pa
r

 !k

:

ð11Þ

4.5 U-shaped layout with walking-the-U routing

In order to estimate the expected tour length for a picking

order in a U-shaped layout with Walking-the-U routing

(U), we introduce the following notation (also see Fig. 2

for the notation of blocks and aisles):

m1
U: number of picking aisles in the central block

(1);

m2
U: number of picking aisles in the upper block

(2);
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m3l
U: number of picking aisles in the left block (3l);

m3r
U : number of picking aisles in the right block

(m3l
U = m3r

U ) (3r);

I1
r : set of all storage locations in a picking aisle

r in block (1) ðr 2 f1; . . .;mU
1 gÞ;

I2
r : set of all storage locations in a picking aisle

r in block (2) ðr 2 f1; . . .;mU
2 gÞ;

I3l
r : set of all storage locations in a picking aisle

r in block (3l) ðr 2 f1; . . .;mU
3lgÞ;

I3r
r : set of all storage locations in a picking aisle

r in block (3r) ðr 2 f1; . . .;mU
3rgÞ;

d0
i/r: distance from storage location i or picking

aisle r to the central aisle;

TLc: travel distance in the central and front aisle (F,

Vr, H, Vl);

TLp: travel distance within the picking aisles;

E[TLp|k]: expected travel distance within the picking

aisles if the picking order requires k items to

be picked;

TLEl: travel distance in the left extension (El) of the

central aisle;

TLEr: travel distance in the right extension (Er) of

the central aisle;

E[TLEl|k]: expected travel distance in El if k items have

to be picked;

E[TLEr|k]: expected travel distance in Er if k items have

to be picked;

TLU: tour length provided by Walking-the-U

routing in the U-shaped layout;

E[TLU|k]: expected tour length provided by Walking-

the-U routing in the U-shaped layout if k items

have to be picked.

The expected length of a picker tour is composed of

four components: the (fixed) travel distance in the central

and in the front aisle (F, Vr, H, Vl), TLc, the expected travel

distance within the picking aisles, E[TLp|k], the expected

travel distance in the left extension (El), E[TLEl|k], and the

expected travel distance in the right extension (Er),

E[TLEr|k]

E TLU jk
� �

¼ TLc þ E½TLpjk� þ E½TLEljk� þ E½TLErjk�:
ð12Þ

In analogy, the expected travel distance in the picking

aisles can be calculated here identical to the case of the

Return-with-Replication strategy:

E½TLpjk� ¼ k
Xm

U
1

r¼1

X

i2I 1
r

2dip
loc
i þ

Xm
U
2

r¼1

X

i2I2
r

2dip
loc
i

0

@

þ
Xm

U
3l

r¼1

X

i2I3l
r

2dip
loc
i þ

Xm
U
3r

r¼1

X

i2I 3r
r

2dip
loc
i

1

A: ð13Þ

With respect to the estimation of E[TLEl|k], that is, the

expected travel distance in (El), the far most pick location

can either be located in an aisle of the left block or in the

first aisle of the upper block. Therefore, E[TLEl|k] can be

expressed as follows:

The first part of this formula expresses the case that the

far most pick location i is a location in the first aisle of the

upper block. In this case, an item cannot be picked from

storage locations with a larger index than i in the first aisle

and no item has to be picked in those aisles of the left

block which have a larger distance to the central aisle than

i. The second part of the formula captures the case where

the far most pick has to be made in an aisle r of the left

block, and no item in storage locations with a larger dis-

tance to the central aisle than aisle r is requested. Like-

wise, the expected travel distance E[TLEr|k] in (Er) can be

derived as

E½TLEljk� ¼
X

i2I2
1

2d0
iPðat least one pick in iÞ

Y

i2I2
1
;i0 [ i

Pðno pick in i0Þ
Y

r2fmU
2
;...;mUl

3
gjd0

r [ d0
i

Pðno pick in rÞ

þ
Xm

U
3l

r¼mU
1

2d0
rPðat least one pick in rÞ

Ym
U
3l

r0¼rþ1

Pðno pick in r0Þ
Y

i2I2
1
jd0

i
[ d0

r

Pðno pick in iÞ

¼
X

i2I2
1

2d0
i 1 � 1 � ploc

i

� �k
� � Y

i2I2
1
;i0 [ i

1 � ploc
i0

� �k
Y

r2fmU
1
;...;mUl

3
gjd0

r [ di

Y

i02I3l
r

1 � ploc
i0

� �k

þ
Xm

U
3l

r¼mU
1

2d0
r 1 �

Y

i2I3l
r

1 � ploc
i

� �k

0

@

1

A
Ym

U
3l

r0¼rþ1

Y

i02I3l

r0

1 � ploc
i0

� �k
Y

i02I2
1
jd0

i
[ d0

r

1 � ploc
i0

� �k
:

ð14Þ
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5 Verification of estimations

By means of numerical experiments, we will verify the

analytical expressions derived for the expected tour lengths

in Sect. 4.

5.1 Problem parameters

In the experiments, we consider a picking area, where

1,600 articles are to be stored in total. However, due to the

specific dimensions and layout parameters of each layout

type, it will not be possible to include exactly 1,600 storage

locations in the picking area of the single- and two-block

layout. In such case, a minimal number of storage locations

have been added. These additional locations have been

assigned to places located farthest from the depot, and no

articles have been allocated to them. Each storage location

has a length of 0.3m and a width of 0.6m. Table 1 gives an

overview over the warehouse dimensions related to the

three layout types. As has been mentioned in Sect. 2, the

single-block layout requires significantly more space than

the two-block layout or the U-shaped layout. Comparing

the U-shaped layout to the two-block layout, significantly

more space is required by the U-shaped layout.

For the number of picks per tour (k), we consider

eight different values (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40).

Correspondingly, we obtain pick densities (i.e., number of

picks over the number of storage locations to be visited on

a picking tour) of 0.003125, 0.00625, 0.009375, 0.0125,

0.015625, 0.01875, 0.021875, and 0.025.

With respect to the demands of the articles, we assume

two different types of distributions: (a) Uniformly distrib-

uted demands, that is, the probability that a particular

article has to be picked amounts to 1/1600. According to

this assumption, the articles have been assigned randomly

to storage locations of the respective layout. (b) Class-

based demands, that is, according to their demand fre-

quencies, the articles are grouped into three classes, A, B

and C, where A contains articles of high, B of medium-

size, and C of low demand. More precisely, A includes

articles representing 80% of the demand, while the articles

in B and C make up for 15% and 5% of the demand,

respectively. In the single-block layout, the articles of class

A have been assigned to the aisles next to the depot. Of the

aisles being available after this assignment, the ones

located closest to the depot have been taken for the

accommodation of the articles of class B. Articles of class

C have been assigned to the remaining aisles. Within the

(set of) aisles assigned to a particular article class, the

articles have been assigned randomly to storage locations.

In the two-block layout and in the U-shaped layout, the

articles have been assigned to storage locations according

to the distance from the respective location to the central

aisle, that is, articles of class A are stored at the locations

Table 1 Layout parameters for single-block, two-block and U-shaped layout

Parameter Single-block layout Two-block layout U-shaped layout

Total size 937 m2 505 m2 666 m2

Total length 24.4 m 23.4 m 22.2 m

Total width 38.4 m 21.6 m 30.0 m

Number of aisles mS = mR = 12 mRR = 24 m1
U = 6; m2

U = 7

m3
Ul = m3

Ur = 10

Storage locations per aisle 2 9 68 2 9 34 40 [block (1)]

20 [(2), (3l), (3r)]

Total number of locations 1,623 1,632 1,600

Width of central aisle 2 m 3 m 3 m

Width of picking aisle 2 m 0.6 m 0.6 m

Center-to-center distance dc
S = dc

R = 3.2 m dc
RR = 1.8 m

Length of a picking aisle da
S = 20.4 m 10.2 m

E½TLErjk� ¼
X

i2I2

m2
U

2d0
i 1 � 1 � ploc

i

� �k
� � Y

i2I2

m2
U

;i0 [ i

1 � ploc
i0

� �k
Y

r2fmU
2
;...;mU

3r
gjd0

r [ d0
i

Y

i02I3r
r

1 � ploc
i0

� �k

þ
Xm

U
3r

r¼mU
1

2d0
r 1 �

Y

i2I3r
r

1 � ploc
i

� �k

0

@

1

A
Ym

U
3r

r0¼rþ1

Y

i02I3r
r0

1 � ploc
i0

� �k
Y

i02I2

mU
2

jd0
i
[ d0

r

1 � ploc
i0

� �k
:

ð15Þ
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next to the central aisle. From those locations not

yet allocated, the ones next to the central aisles are taken in

order to accommodate articles of class B, while the loca-

tions remaining after this assignment accommodate articles

of class C. Again, within the set of locations to which a

particular class of articles has been assigned, a random

storage policy has been applied.

Combination of the parameter values provides 136

problem classes in total. For each problem class, 10,000

problem instances have been generated randomly.

5.2 Comparison of expected and average tour lengths

In order to verify our findings, for each problem class and

layout type, the corresponding tour length has been deter-

mined in two ways, namely (1) according to the expressions

derived for the expected tour length in Sect. 4 and (2) as the

average tour length calculated as the algebraic mean of the

actual tour lengths of the instances in a class. By comparing

the expected tour length and the average tour length, the

quality of our approximation will be demonstrated.

Tables 2–5 give an overview of the deviations of the

expected tour lengths (computed on the basis of the derived

expressions) from the average tour lengths (obtained from

the numerical experiments) for the three combinations of

layout types and routing strategies.

For every problem class, it can be noted that the

expected tour length is very close to the average tour length

obtained from numerical experiments. In general, the

expected tour length (for class-based demands) slightly

overestimates the actual average tour length; however, the

deviations are rather small. The largest deviations can be

observed for the single-block layout with Return routing,

where deviations of up to 4.4% can be noticed. For the

single-block layout (with S-shape routing), the two-block

layout, and the U-shaped layout, the deviations are at most

1.7, 1.2, and 2.3%.

In a similar study [22], the number of blocks and aisles

providing the shortest tour lengths for commonly used

routing strategies was determined. In their experiments, the

authors observed an average deviation between tour

lengths obtained from analytic analysis and numerical

experiments of 2.2%, while the corresponding maximal

deviation rose to 3.7% which they considered as accept-

able. Consequently, we conclude that our findings have

been satisfactorily verified by the numerical experiments.

6 Analysis of estimations

In this section, we will use the derived analytic expressions

in order to identify under which conditions and to what

extent one layout type outperforms the others. In order to

do so, we will refer to the same problem classes which

have been used in the previously described numerical

experiments.

Table 2 Single-block layout

with S-shape routing: deviation

(in %) of the expected tour

length from the (average) tour

length obtained by simulation

Demand Number of picks per tour (k)

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Uniformly distributed -0.2 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0

Class-based (%)

Quan. A Quan. B Quan. C

45 40 15 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.8

35 35 30 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.7

30 35 35 0.0 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.7

20 35 45 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.8 1.2 0.5

20 25 55 0.4 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.6

15 35 50 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.6

15 25 60 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.9 0.7

10 45 45 0.3 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.8 1.1 0.8

10 35 55 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.5 1.0 1.6 1.0

10 25 65 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.3 1.4

10 15 75 0.3 1.4 1.1 1.4 1.4 0.9 1.3 0.9

5 55 40 0.8 1.1 1.6 1.5 0.6 1.3 1.1 1.3

5 45 50 0.6 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.3

5 35 60 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.0

5 25 70 0.5 1.1 0.8 1.1 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.0

5 15 80 0.2 0.3 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.1

Average 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.8
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Table 3 Single-block layout

with Return routing: deviation

(in %) of the expected tour

length from the (average) tour

length obtained by simulation

Number of picks per tour (k)

Demand 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Uniformly distributed -3.2 -1.5 -0.9 -0.4 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5

Class-based (%)

Quan. A Quan. B Quan. C

45 40 15 3.5 1.5 0.7 0.0 -0.6 -0.7 -1.0 -1.3

35 35 30 3.6 1.2 0.3 -0.6 -0.7 -1.3 -1.5 -1.5

30 35 35 3.0 0.9 0.1 -0.7 -1.6 -1.7 -1.8 -1.8

20 35 45 3.7 0.8 -0.4 -1.2 -1.3 -1.6 -1.7 -2.1

20 25 55 4.4 0.5 -1.2 -1.4 -1.8 -1.8 -2.3 -2.6

15 35 50 2.8 0.1 -1.4 -1.1 -2.0 -1.8 -2.4 -2.4

15 25 60 3.0 -0.3 -1.0 -1.5 -2.2 -2.1 -2.4 -2.6

10 45 45 2.9 -0.5 -1.0 -2.0 -1.9 -2.3 -2.3 -2.5

10 35 55 2.2 -0.5 -1.3 -1.5 -2.5 -2.1 -2.3 -2.3

10 25 65 2.9 -0.9 -1.5 -1.2 -1.7 -1.8 -2.1 -1.6

10 15 75 2.6 -0.3 -1.0 -1.6 -1.6 -1.8 -2.4 -2.1

5 55 40 1.1 -1.8 -1.4 -2.1 -2.4 -2.5 -2.4 -2.6

5 45 50 1.2 -1.3 -1.6 -2.5 -2.3 -1.5 -2.0 -2.3

5 35 60 1.6 -1.2 -1.6 -1.8 -2.3 -1.5 -2.2 -1.7

5 25 70 2.3 -0.7 -1.5 -1.6 -1.7 -2.2 -1.8 -2.5

5 15 80 2.7 -0.8 -1.2 -1.5 -1.8 -1.7 -2.0 -1.6

Average 2.7 -0.2 -0.9 -1.4 -1.8 -1.8 -2.0 -2.1

Table 4 Two-block layout:

deviation (in %) of the expected

tour length from the (average)

tour length obtained by

simulation

Number of picks per tour (k)

Demand 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Uniformly distributed -0.2 -0.5 -0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.4 -0.4 0.3

Class-based (%)

Quan. A Quan. B Quan. C

45 40 15 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4

35 35 30 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

30 35 35 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4

20 35 45 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2

20 25 55 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5

15 35 50 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7

15 25 60 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6

10 45 45 0.4 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.4

10 35 55 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.4

10 25 65 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5

10 15 75 0.0 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.2

5 55 40 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4

5 45 50 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6

5 35 60 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

5 25 70 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.4

5 15 80 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3

Average 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
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6.1 Expected tour lengths for uniformly distributed

demands

The entries of Table 6 present the layout types which—in

combination with the respective routing schemes—provide

the shortest expected tour length for uniformly distributed

demands with respect to a different number of picks per

tour. For a small number of picks (k = 5), the two-block

layout is superior to the other layout types, while the sin-

gle-block layout (with S-shape routing) turns out to be the

best for a large number of picks (k = 30; 35; 40). For a

medium-sized number of picks (k = 10; 15; 20; 25), the

U-shaped layout outperforms the other two layout types.

Return routing does not generate the smallest tour lengths

for any class.

Table 7 depicts how much the expected tour length of a

given layout type deviates from the expected tour length of

the corresponding best layout type. It shows that choosing

the ‘‘wrong’’ layout type may result in picker tours sig-

nificantly longer than those related to the best layout type.

The single-block layout is obviously inappropriate for a

small number of picks per tour, where, for k = 5, the

deviation amounts to 64%. The deviation decreases when

the number of picks per tour grows. In contrast to that, the

two-block layout represents the best layout type for k = 5,

Table 5 U-shaped layout:

deviation (in %) of the expected

tour length from the (average)

tour length obtained by

simulation

Number of picks per tour (k)

Demand 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Uniformly distributed 2.3 2.2 2.2 1.9 1.4 1.1 1.0 0.7

Class-based (%)

Quan. A Quan. B Quan. C

45 40 15 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.2 1.1 0.8

35 35 30 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0

30 35 35 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.7

20 35 45 0.7 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.1

20 25 55 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0

15 35 50 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8

15 25 60 0.6 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.8

10 45 45 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.5

10 35 55 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4

10 25 65 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3

10 15 75 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.3

5 55 40 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.6

5 45 50 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5

5 35 60 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.7

5 25 70 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.6

5 15 80 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6

average 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7

Table 6 Layout type which provides the shortest expected tour

length for uniformly distributed demands

Number of picks per tour (k) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Uniformly distributed

demands

RR U U U U S S S

S single-block layout with S-shape routing, R single-block layout with

Return routing, RR two-block layout with Return-with-Replication

routing, U U-shaped layout with Walking-the-U routing

Table 7 Deviation (in %) of the expected tour length provided by the

layout types under discussion from the respective shortest expected

tour length (uniformly distributed demands)

Number of

picks per tour

(k)

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Single-block

layout (S-

shape)

63.7 69.5 36.9 23.0 10.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Single-block

layout

(return)

45.1 67.0 48.4 39.8 30.4 23.0 27.5 32.1

Two-block

layout

0.0 4.0 10.8 15.3 18.5 22.5 38.5 55.3

U-shaped

layout

10.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 12.6 24.6
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but is inferior to the other two layout types for all larger

numbers of picks (k C 10). The deviation becomes more

significant as the number of picks grows, and it reaches a

maximum of 55% (for k = 40).

The increasing inferiority of the two-block layout

against the single-block layout for a larger number of picks

per tour can be explained on the basis of the underlying

routing strategies. We remark that the number of items to

be picked from a single aisle grows as the number of picks

per tour grows. According to the S-shape strategy, which is

applied in connection with the single-block layout, the

order picker has to enter an aisle just once independently

from the number of items to be collected from this aisle,

while the Return-with-Replication strategy used for the

two-block layout necessitates the order picker to collect

each item separately and to enter an aisle several times

which results in longer tours.

On the other hand, for a very low number of picks per

tour (k = 5), it is unlikely that more than a single item has

to be collected from a picking aisle. Thus, for the single-

block layout, the above-mentioned advantages of the

S-shape routing strategy as well for the Return strategy

cannot become effective. Furthermore, in the two-block

layout, access to an item to be picked requires only a rel-

atively short distance to be travelled from the central aisle

since each picking aisles is (more or less) only half as long

as a picking aisles of the single-block layout. Since the

S-shape routing strategy enforces that the order picker

always traverses a picking aisle completely, the expected

total distance to be travelled within the picking aisles must

be smaller in case of the two-block layout than in case of

the single-block layout. Furthermore, additional advantages

of the two-block layout—in particular compared to the

Return routing strategy—stem from the fact that the pick-

ing aisles are narrow. Thus, also, the distances to be trav-

elled in the central aisle must be shorter than those to be

travelled in the cross aisles of the single-block layout.

The U-shaped layout is inferior to the two-block layout

for k = 5. Similar to the two-block layout, it consists of a

larger number of (shorter) picking aisles than the single-

block layout does. However, the advantages stemming

from the corresponding reduction of the required distance

to be travelled within the picking aisles is partially com-

pensated by an additional distance to be travelled within

the central aisle, which is longer than the total length of the

cross aisles of the two-block layout. In fact, the number of

picking aisles which can be accessed according to the

Return-with-Replication strategy is even larger in the

U-shaped layout than in the two-block layout. Therefore,

already for k = 10, the reduction of the travel distance

within the picking aisles is no longer overcompensated by

additional travel within the central aisle, and the U-shaped

layout becomes the layout type which is superior to the

other two layout types. The advantages of the S-shape

strategy only have a clear impact for a relatively large

number of picks per tour (k C 30), when the single-block

layout outperforms the U-shaped layout.

We conclude that the U-shaped layout is a layout type to

be considered when the demands are uniformly distributed

and a medium-sized number of items has to be picked per

tour. We further note that the U-shaped layout also repre-

sents a relatively insensitive solution in the sense that even

if the actual number of picks per tour is outside the ‘‘opti-

mal‘‘ range of this layout type, that is, in case that k is

Table 8 Layout type which

provides the smallest expected

tour length for class-based

demands

Demand Number of picks per tour (k)

# Quan. A (%) Quan. B (%) Quan. C (%) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

1 45 40 15 RR U U U U U S S

2 35 35 30 RR U U U U U S S

3 30 35 35 RR U U U U U S S

4 20 35 45 RR U U U U U S S

5 20 25 55 RR U U U U S S S

6 15 35 50 RR U U U U S S S

7 15 25 60 RR U U U S S S S

8 10 45 45 RR RR U U U U S S

9 10 35 55 RR RR U U U S S S

10 10 25 65 RR RR U U S S S S

11 10 15 75 RR RR R S S S S S

12 5 55 40 RR RR U U U U R S

13 5 45 50 RR RR U U U R S S

14 5 35 60 RR RR R R R R R S

15 5 25 70 RR RR R R R S S S

16 5 15 80 RR R R R R S S S
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smaller than 10 or slightly larger than 25, then the deviation

of the expected tour length for the U-shaped layout from the

corresponding expected tour length of the respective best

layout is still small and acceptable (11% for k = 5, and 1%

and 13% for k = 30 and k = 35, respectively).

6.2 Expected tour lengths for class-based demands

Differentiated again with respect to the number of picks

per tour, Table 8 depicts which layout type performs best

for class-based demands. For different assumptions con-

cerning the proportions according to which the 1,600

articles are assigned to the three classes A, B, and C,

and the layout types are presented which provide the

shortest expected tour lengths. The row on the bottom of

the table (# 16) represents the most skewed (unbalanced)

demand distribution: 5% of the items make up for 80%

of the demand (class A), another 15% of the articles

account for 15% of the demand (class B), and the final

80% of the items include 5% of the demand (class C;

also see Sect. 5.1).

Independently from the specific demand distribution, it

can be observed that the two-block layout outperforms the

other layout types for a small number of picks per tour

(k = 5), while the single-block layout (combined with

S-shape routing) is superior for a large number (k = 35;

40). As it has been described for the uniformly distributed

demands, the corresponding routing strategies fit these

situations particularly well. A medium-sized number of

picks (k = 10; 15; 20; 25; 30) again characterize the set of

problem classes where an implementation of the U-shaped

layout tends to be favorable. However, in contrast to the

case of uniformly distributed demands, this can only be

considered a tendency here but is not true for all demand

distributions. Particularly noticeable are the entries for the

most unbalanced distribution in the last rows (# 14–16) of

Table 8. In the single- and two-block layout, the items of

class A will be found in the picking aisles next to the depot.

The other articles are located further away from the depot;

however, only in rare cases, tours will lead pickers to their

locations since these items have a low demand. In other

words, in the majority of problem instances, tours will be

concentrated in picking aisles next to the depot. Thus, for a

small number of picks per tour (k = 5; 10), the two-block

layout in combination with the Return-with-Replication

routing strategy outperforms the routing strategies in the

single-block layout. On the other hand, for a larger number

of picks (k C 15), the single-block layout (either with

Return or S-shape routing) is superior to the first one. The

U-shaped layout cannot become advantageous at all

because the (long) central aisle has to be travelled totally

on each tour. The same effects can also be observed for

other problem classes, though to a smaller extent. They

explain, in particular, the superiority of the two-block

layout for k = 10 and a strong concentration of demands in

class A (proportion of articles in class A: 5; 10%; rows #

8–16), and likewise the superiority of the single-block

layout for medium-sized number of picks, when the pro-

portion of articles in class C is relatively high (rows # 5, 6,

7, 9, 10, 11, 14, and 15).

Table 9 Deviation (in %) of the expected tour length obtained by the single-block layout and S-shape routing from the respective shortest

expected tour length (class-based demands)

Demand Number of picks per tour (k)

# Quan. A (%) Quan. B (%) Quan. C (%) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

1 45 40 15 62.5 52.2 41.2 28.2 16.4 6.2 0.0 0.0

2 35 35 30 59.7 44.2 33.8 22.4 12.1 3.3 0.0 0.0

3 30 35 35 60.3 41.3 31.1 20.0 10.3 1.9 0.0 0.0

4 20 35 45 60.4 31.9 25.8 17.9 10.2 3.2 0.0 0.0

5 20 25 55 60.3 28.7 21.7 13.3 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

6 15 35 50 49.4 14.7 10.5 5.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

7 15 25 60 49.6 12.6 7.9 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

8 10 45 45 61.2 20.4 14.6 10.2 5.6 0.9 0.0 0.0

9 10 35 55 61.2 18.5 11.6 7.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

10 10 25 65 59.2 14.4 5.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

11 10 15 75 54.9 9.6 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

12 5 55 40 77.5 31.9 16.7 12.7 8.4 4.0 1.2 0.0

13 5 45 50 78.0 30.0 13.4 9.3 4.9 0.9 0.0 0.0

14 5 35 60 78.0 27.8 14.4 8.9 5.3 2.5 0.4 0.0

15 5 25 70 75.1 23.0 12.2 6.5 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

16 5 15 80 64.5 16.8 9.1 4.6 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Tables 9–12 depict how much the expected tour length

of a given layout type deviates from the expected tour

length of the corresponding best layout type. It becomes

clear again that a changeover from the respective best

layout type may result in significant additional distances to

be travelled by the order picker. For the single-block layout

and S-shape routing (cf. Table 9), the respective expected

tour length may be exceeded by up to 78% (k = 5, demand

distributions of rows # 13, and 14). With respect to 11 (out

of 128) problem classes, the deviation ranges between 50

and 75%. For another three classes, the deviation exceeds

even 75%. In case that the Return routing strategy is used

in seven classes, the deviation is larger than 50% (cf.

Table 10). The two-block layout (cf. Table 11) provides

Table 10 Deviation (in %) of the expected tour length obtained by the single-block layout and Return routing from the respective shortest

expected tour length (class-based demands)

Demand Number of picks per tour (k)

# Quan. A (%) Quan. B (%) Quan. C (%) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

1 45 40 15 53.2 55.4 52.7 44.8 36.0 27.5 22.7 25.1

2 35 35 30 55.2 53.7 51.0 43.2 34.6 26.5 24.4 26.0

3 30 35 35 51.5 47.6 45.3 38.1 30.2 22.6 22.0 23.5

4 20 35 45 48.8 34.4 33.5 28.4 22.5 16.6 14.8 16.4

5 20 25 55 48.1 31.8 30.3 24.8 18.6 14.8 16.6 18.2

6 15 35 50 49.1 26.6 26.4 22.6 17.9 18.8 19.9 20.8

7 15 25 60 47.0 22.1 21.2 16.9 15.1 16.0 16.8 17.5

8 10 45 45 36.0 13.9 13.9 12.5 9.8 6.6 6.9 8.2

9 10 35 55 35.5 11.7 10.6 9.1 6.2 5.4 6.8 8.1

10 10 25 65 36.5 10.8 8.3 6.3 8.2 10.0 11.5 12.8

11 10 15 75 30.8 2.7 0.0 0.6 2.3 3.6 4.7 5.7

12 5 55 40 24.3 6.7 1.7 2.8 2.1 0.6 0.0 0.6

13 5 45 50 25.5 6.6 0.6 1.8 1.2 0.0 1.4 3.4

14 5 35 60 23.9 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5

15 5 25 70 23.5 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 2.4 4.3

16 5 15 80 21.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.6 2.7

Table 11 Deviation (in %) of the expected tour length obtained by the two-block layout from the respective shortest expected tour length (class-

based demands)

Demand Number of picks per tour (k)

# Quan. A (%) Quan. B (%) Quan. C (%) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

1 45 40 15 0.0 11.3 22.5 29.5 34.3 37.9 44.2 58.6

2 35 35 30 0.0 12.2 25.7 34.3 40.2 44.6 54.5 68.8

3 30 35 35 0.0 11.9 26.5 35.8 42.3 47.1 59.1 73.5

4 20 35 45 0.0 7.3 23.5 34.0 41.5 47.0 56.2 69.6

5 20 25 55 0.0 7.2 24.1 35.3 43.2 51.9 67.3 82.3

6 15 35 50 0.0 3.5 20.4 31.6 39.5 52.9 65.9 78.6

7 15 25 60 0.0 3.1 20.7 32.5 45.0 59.8 74.0 87.7

8 10 45 45 0.0 0.0 13.9 24.5 31.9 37.4 46.7 57.0

9 10 35 55 0.0 0.0 14.0 25.2 33.2 42.5 54.2 65.4

10 10 25 65 0.0 0.0 14.0 25.8 40.8 55.2 68.8 81.8

11 10 15 75 0.0 0.0 15.7 32.6 49.5 65.1 79.6 93.5

12 5 55 40 0.0 0.0 5.5 15.2 22.0 26.9 32.7 39.7

13 5 45 50 0.0 0.0 5.2 15.6 22.9 28.7 37.4 46.9

14 5 35 60 0.0 0.0 9.3 19.6 28.7 37.0 44.7 54.4

15 5 25 70 0.0 0.0 13.5 25.3 35.7 45.3 57.6 69.3

16 5 15 80 0.0 4.1 21.6 36.1 48.7 60.3 73.2 85.2
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acceptable deviations for a small number of picks per tour

(k = 5; 10 and partially for k = 15), only. For 24 problem

classes, the deviations range between 50 and 75%, and for

six classes, they exceed 75%. In the worst case observed,

the expected tour length is almost of double size as the

corresponding tour from the best layout (deviation of

93.5% for k = 40 and demand distribution of row # 11).

The U-shaped layout (cf. Table 12) provides unaccept-

able deviations only for some of the problem classes with a

small number of picks per tour (k = 5). The maximal

deviation amounts to 75.2%, and only for six problem

classes ranges the deviation between 50 and 75.2%. Apart

from these problem classes (and probably of the classes

related to the demand distribution of row # 16), the

U-shaped layout—in combination with the Walking-the-U

strategy—represents a layout type which provides accept-

able tour lengths, even if not the best of the three layout

types has been chosen.

7 Summary and conclusions

The implementation of an appropriate layout and a corre-

sponding routing scheme is crucial for the efficient operation

of an order-picking warehouse. Wrong decisions cannot be

changed immediately and will therefore have a long-term

negative effect on profitability and customer service.

In this article, we compared three different layout types

and corresponding routing strategies for order-picking

warehouses in which items are to be picked manually. We

presented and verified estimations for the tour lengths for

the single-block layout with S-shape and Return routing,

for the two-block layout with Return-with-Replication

routing, and for a new layout type, that is, the U-shaped

layout with Walking-the-U routing.

By means of a detailed analysis of the presented esti-

mations, it was shown which layout type (in combination

with the respective routing scheme) provides the shortest

expected tour lengths for different numbers of picks per

tour and different assumptions concerning the demand

distribution. Generally speaking, the two-block layout is

superior to a small number of picks and the single-block

layout to superior for a large number of picks. The

U-shaped layout has proven to be the best layout type for a

wide range of medium-size numbers of picks. In compar-

ison with the single- and two-block layouts, the total dis-

tance to be travelled by the order picker(s) could be

reduced significantly.

Furthermore, the U-shaped layout has proven to be

rather insensitive against changes concerning the parame-

ters of the order-picking system (number of picks per tour;

demand distribution), that is, the deviations caused by the

fact that the U-shaped layout is implemented in situations

for which it is not the best one, does not necessarily result

in a dramatic increase of the expected tour length. How-

ever, the U-shaped layout requires more space than the

two-block layout. The paper demonstrates that—along with

the single- and two-block layouts—the U-shaped layout

can be considered as another relevant option when ware-

houses are to be designed.

Table 12 Deviation (in %) of the expected tour length obtained by the U-shaped layout from the respective shortest expected tour length (class-

based demands)

Demand Number of picks per tour (k)

# Quan. A (%) Quan. B (%) Quan. C (%) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

1 45 40 15 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 11.0

2 35 35 30 15.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.4 12.0

3 30 35 35 17.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.5 12.8

4 20 35 45 26.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 9.6

5 20 25 55 28.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9 8.8 15.7

6 15 35 50 34.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1 10.6 16.1

7 15 25 60 36.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 8.5 14.2 20.1

8 10 45 45 43.1 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 8.2

9 10 35 55 45.6 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 7.2 12.2

10 10 25 65 48.3 3.7 0.0 0.0 4.8 10.3 15.8 21.4

11 10 15 75 51.3 4.8 1.9 5.3 10.8 16.4 22.1 27.8

12 5 55 40 56.9 10.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 4.5

13 5 45 50 60.5 11.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 3.8 8.3

14 5 35 60 64.5 13.3 4.3 3.2 4.0 5.7 8.0 12.2

15 5 25 70 69.0 15.1 9.0 8.3 9.4 11.6 16.7 21.8

16 5 15 80 75.2 23.0 19.2 19.5 21.3 24.1 29.0 33.8
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For the implementation of a U-shaped layout, it has to

be decided if the increase of required space is justified by

the corresponding reduction of the tour length. For this

decision, a variety of different factors have been taken into

account, for example, the expected life span of the ware-

house, the annual amortization, and the annual operating

costs. These factors have to be compared to the annual

labor costs resulting from the number of customer orders.
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